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DINING
For the month of November, and on Monday nights only, 
you can enjoy a Wagyu beef dinner for only $55 at Zento 
Contemporary Japanese Cuisine (18B Dempsey Rd., 6474-
0378)—you get carpacio, a side dish of fried/raw live oyster, 
sushi roll (Zento special soy paper handroll), entrée of Wagyu 
striped tenderloin (grade 9+) and a dessert. Hai Xiang (3/F, 
Parkroyal on Kitchener Road, 181 Kitchener Rd., 6428-3020) 
will be serving a revamped menu of à la carte items and new 
set menus, specially crafted by new Master Chef Ng Chee 
Chiew. To promote that, diners will stand to enjoy a whole 
spring chicken for just $1 in the month of November with a 
minimum $50 spend per table on à la carte items.

Hai Xiang

Canton-i
Cantonese. #03-14 Ion Orchard, 2 
Orchard Turn, 6509-8368.
Adorned with charming door frames 
and cute bird cages, and awash in 
oh-so-sweet shades of pink and 
white, the fl oral-themed Canton-i is 
total cuteness. The scion of Dragon-i 
(a Malaysian chain of Shanghainese 

restaurants), Canton-i offers robust comfort food and authentic Hong 
Kong cuisine. The roast meat here is not only done Hong Kong-style, but 
in an imported applewood-fi red oven—a bonus! Try them all in the Three 
Combinations of Roast Meat which features roast duck, roast pork belly and 
barbequed pork ($23.80)—all crispy, delicious and not too oily. Check out 
the signature wonton noodles with jumbo prawn ($5.80/7.80 for soup/
dry)—both versions boast springy noodles, fl avorful, not-too-salty soup 
and seriously “jumbo” prawns. Other good things—the juicy steamed fi sh 
maw stuffed with minced pork and prawn ($6.80); the healthy stir-fried 
macadamia nuts, black fungus, celery and lotus root ($10.80); the super-
smooth Supreme Congee (with bird’s nest, abalone slices, giant prawns 
and fresh scallops, $38); plus yummy desserts like the egg tarts ($3.50), 
steamed golden egg yolk custard bun ($4.80) and ginger milk curd ($5.80). 
Open Mon-Fri 11am-10pm; Sat-Sun 10:30am-10pm.     

Sapore Italiano
Italian. #01-15 Raffl es City Shopping Centre, 252 North Bridge Rd., 
6333-4236.  
Barely a month old, this self-described “Italian lifestyle caffe bar” screams 
sexy the second you step in (blame it on the glam red-and-black décor, 
blown-up face shots of hot females with sultry, bright-colored lips, good-
looking crowd and owners, and unmistakeable Italiano vibe). Anyhow, this 
ain’t a restaurant, but an unpretentious nook aiming to transport Italy’s 
café bar culture here—where a bite is readily available from breakfast till 
supper. As such, the menu comprises salads, appetizers, soups, pastas, 
gnocchi, sandwiches, lasagnes, cannelloni pizzas and get this—gelato that comes in the “standard” 
and “OTT” varieties (the former is available for takeaway). Try the fresh-tasting, not-too-heavy 

spaghetti carbonara ($16) and spaghetti puttanesca 
(pasta with tomatoes, olives, peppers, anchovies, $15). 
Don’t miss the ebony-colored, crispy, light-as-air Pizza 
SI SI (squid ink pizza, $22), addictive beef carpaccio 
with mascarpone, gorgonzola, cream, nuts, truffl e and 
olive oil ($18), and the rich pumpkin soup with prawns 
($10). And then there’s that gelato! We recommend 
the scrumptious Coppa Rocher and the Gelato Spaghetti 
(extruded gelato that looks like spaghetti!—both $18). 
Open daily 8am-midnight.

A Smart Revamp
Mimolette (55 Fairways Dr., 6467-7748) 
might not be the easiest restaurant to get 
to, but thanks to a newly revamped menu, 
making the trip has never been more 
worthwhile. One notable new standout is a 
Kurobuta fi ve-spiced pork rack with Vitelot 
(an ancient type of blue potato) chips with 
mimolette cheese, haricot and balsamic reduction ($40). Another dish—and 
the one that got us the most excited on the new menu—was the foie gras 
ravioli ($18 appetizer, $28 main). These perfect pasta pockets were set 
afl oat in a dreamy cloud of parmiggiano foam and drizzled with irresistible 
white truffl e cream sauce. Even if we had to walk here from Changi, the 
memory of the earthy, salty, delight on our tongues would be enough to 
sustain us during the return journey. Dessert has gotten a new look too 
with homemade pineapple sorbet topped with coconut espuma and fresh 
strawberries served in a martini glass and fi ttingly called Pina Colada ($14). 
Of course, not all change is good as executive Chef Louie Moong wisely 
demonstrated by leaving his Macaroni and Cheese ($20) in place—with 
gruyere, mozzarella and emmanthal cheeses, he elevates this common dish 
to high art. In fact, no matter what you eat, you might want to order one of 
these just to take home.

NEW 
AND 
NOTED

OPEN 
DOOR
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Fiesta Brasilia ★★★ ★

Brazilian. #B1-15/16 United Square, 101 Thompson Rd., 6250-0108.

Carniwhores delight! You have another Sodom where you can indulge in an orgy of spit-
roasted meat with no one to tell you when to stop or to judge how many pounds of fl esh 

you are putting away (or adding to your waistline). Although you 
can order off the menu here, why would you when for $38 you 
can enjoy a true churascaria experience, where one long metal 
skewer of meat after another is presented at your table. Want 
the grilled lamb? Have your waiter carve away. Prefer the chicken 
and bacon? Then wave him away and let the next meat maestro 
slide a succulent and salty chunk of roasted goodness onto your 
never-empty plate. In between every serving, the staff replaces 
the skewers in the oven. The result is that you can always choose 
to have that wonderfully-brown-roasted cut of meat often referred 
to as the “end piece.” Or, once that’s carved away, you can go for a 

more rare inner slice. Despite all the parading about and in-and-out-of-the-ovens treatment, 
the meat magically stayed hot, moist and delicious. In addition to the choices mentioned, 
you can also pick from chicken and pork sausages, pork ribs, fl ank steak, beef rump, chicken 
hearts, fl ank steak, baby beef, ham and—just to try to be a little healthy—grilled pineapple. 
Actually, speaking of being healthy, we suppose we have to mention that there’s a full 
salad bar here offering a variety of salsas, soup, roasted root veggies, feijoadas (black bean 
stew), rice, cold salads and more. Oh, and because you’re sure to be hungry after all this 
indulgence, there’s also a pasta bar serving up penne or spaghetti with a host of different 
sauces. Add in the also-included ice cream bar and completely delicious (and mysterious) 
cheese puffs served tableside like bread, and there’s no way you can leave hungry. The 
service was fi rst rate even if the atmosphere felt a bit cafeteria-like (but there is a really 
cool, huge photo mural showing the giant Jesus in Rio) with some kind of blaring Brazilian 
rock concert (we think) dominating on the TVs and the speakers. If that’s too much noise 
for you, a more quiet experience can be had in the alfresco setting next to a soothing water 
feature. This ain’t fi ne dining, but for those who are serious about their meat, it doesn’t 
really get much better. Open Mon-Thu 3-11pm; Fri-Sun 11:30am-3pm, 6-11pm. Alfresco. 
Parking at United Sq. AE,MC,. $$-$$$

Dempsey One Three O ★★ ★★

Western. 130E Minden Rd., 6777-7292. 

Don’t let the nondescript, no-frills décor fool you—this hidden gem off the overly hip 
Dempsey stretch does some decent grub. Okay, 
there isn’t much décor to speak of actually, save 
for a bar that’s basically the main centerpiece, 
some ubiquitous outdoor furniture thrown in and 
a pool table. Not to mention the fact you can’t 
actually see this place—which housed the erstwhile 
Dempsey Hut—from the road (it’s behind a little 
driving range). We stumbled across this cozy joint 
one evening for dinner while the rest of Dempsey 
wasn’t entertaining walk-ins, parked ourselves 
under the cabana and soaked up the groove. We must say that a lazy Sunday afternoon 
here doing brunch would be much better (with less mosquitoes, that’s for sure) than a hot 
sweaty evening. We settled for a Caesar salad ($10) for starters and a 130 Special burger 
($15) plus a beef lasagna ($14) as our mains. The salad was decent with all the right 
trimmings. The 130 Special burger, which came with thick-cut fries, also went down really 
well—layered with baby spinach, sunny side-up egg and honey-mustard vinaigrette—the 
burger is something we certainly recommend. Or any of its six types of burgers, for that 
matter (the personable staff told us that it’s their specialty). That said, the beef lasagna with 
béchamel and tomato sauce was satiating, but nothing to really write home about. Overall, 
the food was solid and certainly served in big portions which will leave you in the warm, 
gentle embrace of a food coma. Too bad there wasn’t much of a dessert menu to round 
off our meal, so we ended with a refreshing peach freeze ($6) and mojito ($12) instead. 
This may not be the most romantic place for a nice dinner (unless you’re a mosquito) but 
its offbeat location is great for hanging out with pals over a few beers. Did we mention its 
all-night happy hour policy on Mondays? Open Mon-Fri 4:30pm-1am; Sat-Sun 9:30am-1am. 
Alfresco. Late night. Parking at location. AE,MC,V. $$-$$$

Ratings
★  Forget it
★★   Only if you're stuck in the 

neighborhood
★★★   A pleasant dining experience
★★★★   More than just great food, 

tell your friends
★★★★★   Not to be missed

Symbols
A  Alfresco
H  Reservation recommended
F Parking available
E Dress requirements
D   Noisy
G   Live music
B  Takeaway available
C Late night

Price Guide
$  Less than $20
$$  $20-$40
$$$  $40-$60
$$$$  $60-$80
$$$$$  $80 and up

Price per person, including one 
drink, appetizer, main course and 
dessert. Prices do not include 
bottles of wine unless stated.

Our Policy
Reviews are based on actual visits to the establishments listed, without the knowledge of the restaurants. Reviews are included 
at the discretion of the editors and are not paid for by the individual restaurants.
Opinions expressed here are those of I-S Magazine and our super-sneaky team of hungry reviewers. 
Menus, opening hours and prices change and should be checked. New restaurants are not reviewed within one month of their 
opening. 

Reviews are written from a typical diner's perspective. A dining experience includes more than just food; ratings are also based 
on service, atmosphere and fun. Ratings are awarded in accordance with the type of restaurant reviewed, so the city's best 
wonton noodle stall could earn a "not to be missed" rating while a fancy French restaurant could be a "forget it."
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Bistro Du Vin ★★ ★★ J

French. #02-12 Shaw Centre, 1 Scotts Rd., 6733-7763.

Our experience at Bistro Du Vin, the Les Amis Group’s latest venture was—how do you say 
in French?—comme ci, comme ça (a very fancy way of saying so-so). On the comme ci side 

is the place itself. Like all good bistros, the menu is written on a 
blackboard, the chairs are small and made of wood, the tables are 
small and made of marble and the fl oor is tiled. The staff consisted 
of locals who did a great job explaining—and pronouncing—all the 
French dishes (OK, so you don’t get that wonderful French accent, 
but you also don’t get the snobbery for which Parisians are so 
famous). Like the place itself, the food was presented and prepared 
beautifully but—and here comes the comme ça side of things—was 
not always all that tasty.  The pan fried red mullet with aubergine 
caviar starter ($19) was crispy on the outside, tender and moist on 
the inside, but the fl avor was nearly invisible. My dining companion 

was practically salivating for warm goat cheese salad (a traditional bistro dish not easily 
found on our island outpost, $18) but her palate was let down by a chèvre that, while 
creamy and well-textured, lacked its signature tanginess. The Kurobuta pork chop ($39), 
while on the thin side, was correctly cooked yet covered in an alleged mustard sauce that 
tasted like something you might fi nd in a frozen dinner. For dessert, the chocolate fondant 
was rich, thick and potently pleasing but the small lump of vanilla ice-cream next to it 
couldn’t keep pace—we had to ask for another scoop, and we were taking really small bites! 
There were two dishes that offered a bit of redemption. One was a woodsy mushroom 
fricassee with morels and poached egg ($19) that was faultless. The other was so-tender-
it-nearly-dissolved braised beef served in delicious wintery gravy ($32). It was the kind of 
dish you could imagine having with a fl agon of wine in a French tavern on a cold night. 
Which is perhaps the best quality of this place—it is so completely not Singapore that a visit 
here could be worth it just to be transported to Europe.  Just be sure to pack reasonable 
expectations. Open daily: noon-2pm, 6.30-10pm. F at Shaw Centre. AE, MC, V. $$$$$ 

Gusttimo Di Roma ★★ ★★ J

Italian. #01-15 Ion Orchard, 2 Orchard Turn, 6509-9380.

The story behind Gustimmo di Roma, a new Italian bistro in Ion, reads like a Korean soap 
opera: Boy meets girl in Rome. They fall in love, learn how to make gelato, overcome all 
kinds of obstacles and return to Seoul to spawn a gelato empire. 
The thing about watching K-dramas and dining at this hyper 
trendy trattoria/gelato parlor, which comes with its very own 
miniature garden, is that you have to suspend your disbelief, 
which is what we did when we ordered the crunchy francese 
frittata ($10.80) one day after deciding to give this newbie a 
shot. Given that even Thomas Keller doesn’t charge $10 for fries, 
can you blame us for expecting to be blown away? Alas, they 
were like Britney circa In the Zone—sexy but soulless. There 
was a vague suggestion of parmesan and we kept waiting for 
the spices to kick in. Guess what? We’re still waiting. Gustimmo 
scores full marks for presentation but sputters in the fl avor department. It’s not that the 
food is bad; it’s just that it is, for the most part, very blah. Take for instance, the funghi 
bruschetta ($9.80), which was pretty but bland, the mascarpone cheese doing nothing 
to elevate the fl avor. Ditto the alio olio ($12.80), which had more olio than anything else. 
If you want something with character, your best bet is the spaghetti bolognaise ($13.80) 
and arrabiata marinara ($14.80)—the addition of fried mozzarella balls in the former is a 
kitschy but novel touch. For dessert, we opted for the gelato (three scoops, $5.90), which 
was okay though not particularly memorable; the faggioli rossi (red bean and green tea) 
and café yogurt were all right but if you want tiramisu, you’re better off eating the real 
thing.The service, though pleasant, could have done with a bit more urgency—we had to 
ask three different waiters for water before it fi nally came and the café wasn’t exactly full. 
Overall, while Gustimmo di Roma has style aplenty, it really needs to work on having more 
substance. Open Mon-Fri 11am-10pm; Sat-Sun 11am-midnight. A. F at building. MC,V. $$

Ratings
★  Forget it
★★   Only if you're stuck in the 

neighborhood
★★★   A pleasant dining experience
★★★★   More than just great food, 

tell your friends
★★★★★   Not to be missed

Symbols
A  Alfresco
H  Reservation recommended
F Parking available
E Dress requirements
D   Noisy
G   Live music
B  Takeaway available
C Late night

Price Guide
$  Less than $20
$$  $20-$40
$$$  $40-$60
$$$$  $60-$80
$$$$$  $80 and up

Price per person, including one 
drink, appetizer, main course and 
dessert. Prices do not include 
bottles of wine unless stated.

Our Policy
Reviews are based on actual visits to the establishments listed, without the knowledge of the restaurants. Reviews are included 
at the discretion of the editors and are not paid for by the individual restaurants.
Opinions expressed here are those of I-S Magazine and our super-sneaky team of hungry reviewers. 
Menus, opening hours and prices change and should be checked. New restaurants are not reviewed within one month of their 
opening. 

Reviews are written from a typical diner's perspective. A dining experience includes more than just food; ratings are also based 
on service, atmosphere and fun. Ratings are awarded in accordance with the type of restaurant reviewed, so the city's best 
wonton noodle stall could earn a "not to be missed" rating while a fancy French restaurant could be a "forget it."

The freshest place for organic produce!

www.aussieorganics.com

fruit & veg   |   seafood   |   meat    |   dairy   |   grocery

HOME
DELIVERY

Convenient deliveries 
to your door!

SIMPLE TO
ORDER

Visit our website or 
call 6232 2468

FLOWN IN
FRESH

from Australia
each week! 

FRESHNESS
GUARANTEED
Or your money back!
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Capricci ★★★★★

Italian. 27 Tanjong Pagar Road, 6221 6761. 

The signs were good at a recent lunch visit to Capricci. Foremost among these: The room 
had several tables of patrons who were conversing with restaurateurs Massimo Aquaro 

and Pietro Aprigliano in Italian. Always good when the right ethnic 
types fl ock to a new ethnic restaurant. Our greeting was professional 
and effi cient and we were shown to our seats in a cozy and elegant 
room full of swish mauve and brown fabrics. The huge variety of 
set lunch menu items for just $28 seemed almost too good to be 
true, and the focaccia that arrived on the table was super-fresh and 
topped with veggies and other goodies. Yet as my dining companion 
and I walked away from the restaurant, we couldn’t help but feel 
that Aquaro and Aprigliano (try saying that fi ve times fast!) were 
holding back. For example, one of the starters from the set—a mix of 

walnuts, pears and pecorino cheese in honey & red berry dressing—was fresh and generous, 
but ultimately forgettable, without any signifi cant zing. The ala carte starter, recommended 
by our host, was wonderful, however—a deconstructed eggplant parmesan ($18) that 
featured a thick disc of the purple veggie fried to a wonderful creamy consistency that got 
only better when dredged through the perfectly acidic tomato sauce and pesto drizzle. The 
mains both were perfectly prepared yet again, didn’t really move our mouths. The gnocchi di 
barbabietola al mascarpone e pesto di rughetta ($18) had light-as-cloud potato and beetroot 
pasta dumplings dressed in a thick and creamy gorgonzola and rocket pesto sauce. Yet, no 
matter how hard our tastebuds searched, they couldn’t fi nd a hint of rocket fl avor, nor the 
sharp edge of gorgonzola (interesting because the Italian description mentions mascarpone, 
while the translation says gorgonzola—the fi rst seems more likely). We weren’t expecting 
complexity from the set menu’s pappardelle alla Bolognese, but defi nitely wanted a rich, 
deep meaty fl avor which—while it must be said that the pasta was perfectly cooked—was 
sadly absent. Desserts were solid—especially the bread-like pumpkin vanilla custard ($10). 
Overall, there was nothing wrong with Capricci, but our hope is that the two experienced 
paisanos running the kitchen will be able to make everything more than right—if they 
release the reigns a little and let a little more fl avor and personality shine through the super-
fresh food. Mon-Sat 11:30am-3pm; 6:30-11pm. Free valet service. AE,MC,V. $$$-$$$$$

RESTAURANT REVIEWS

Ratings
★  Forget it
★★   Only if you're stuck in the 

neighborhood
★★★   A pleasant dining experience
★★★★   More than just great food, 

tell your friends
★★★★★   Not to be missed

Our Policy
Reviews are based on actual visits to the establish-
ments listed, without the knowledge of the 
restaurants. Reviews are included at the discretion 
of the editors and are not paid for by the individual 
restaurants.
Opinions expressed here are those of I-S Magazine 
and our super-sneaky team of hungry reviewers. 
Menus, opening hours and prices change and 
should be checked. New restaurants are not 
reviewed within one month of their opening. 
Reviews are written from a typical diner's perspec-
tive. A dining experience includes more than just 
food; ratings are also based on service, atmos-
phere and fun. Ratings are awarded in accordance 
with the type of restaurant reviewed, so the city's 
best wonton noodle stall could earn a "not to be 
missed" rating while a fancy French restaurant 
could be a "forget it."

Symbols
A  Alfresco
H  Reservation recommended
F Parking available
E Dress requirements
D   Noisy
G   Live music
B  Takeaway available
C Late night

Price Guide
$  Less than $20
$$  $20-$40
$$$  $40-$60
$$$$  $60-$80
$$$$$  $80 and up

Price per person, including one drink, ap-
petizer, main course and dessert. Prices do not 
include bottles of wine unless stated.

L’entrepot Bistrot ★★★★★ 
French, #01-02 Clarke Quay, 3E River Valley Rd., 6337-5585.

In French, entrepot means “warehouse” but there is nothing warehouse-like about 
L’entrepot Bistrot. Its moodily lit interior, coupled with the rich autumnal palette and 

various French paraphernalia, makes it more cute than industrial. 
The focus here is on traditional bistro fare and as any chef will 
tell you, it’s the simple things that are the hardest to get right. 
Judging from our experience, L’entrepot still has quite a long way 
to go. Our starters, though beautifully presented, were ho-hum 
at best; If you’re a sushi or local seafood nut, you’ll probably 
fi nd the seared Hokkaido scallops ($22) lacking the pop-in-your-
mouth juiciness that these fi ne specimens are so famous for—
apparently, Hokkaido scallops are highly prized, but we couldn’t 
really tell this from the ones we were served. Lacking a certain je 

ne sais quoi was the escargot ($16), despite the little pools of butter, garlic and sea salt 
out of which they were peeking. And you know how foie gras ($22) is supposed to melt 
in your mouth and send your eyes rolling back in your head? Well, that didn’t happen 
here. If anything, it felt like it had been left on the pan a little too long. Things improved 
somewhat with the main courses. The Beef Bourguignon ($30) was easily the best of the 
three, a hearty affair served with a mellow red wine reduction. One of our companions 
thought the duck confi t ($28) was a bit on the greasy side; the other felt the sea bass 
en papillote ($25) was pleasant enough, a sentiment that applied to the crepes suzettes 
($12) as well. To put it simply, our experience here hovered between “meh” and “okay,” 
and this was compounded by the service. When we got their attention, the waiters were 
generally quick to attend to us, but that was the extent of things. In fact, no one gave us 
a wine list and we had no idea they had more than 90 labels (partly because we were 
sitting outside) till we did some research on our own the next day. We had only been 
told about the 1-for-1 Happy Hour promotion and we left thinking that there were only 
three reds to choose from by the glass. To end, all we’ll say is if you’ve never understood 
what the fuss over French cuisine is all about, you’re better off seeking enlightenment 
elsewhere. Daily noon-2pm; 6-11:30pm. A. F at Liang Court. AE,DC,MC,V. $$$-$$$$$a 

22. 

y 

Operating Hours: Monday to Thursday and Saturday - 9:30am to 1am   Friday and PH Eves: 9:30am to 2am   Sunday: 10:30am to 11pm 
KPO Café Bar is at 1 Killiney Road   T: 6733 3648  W: www.imaginings.com.sg

Because some mornings are better spent in bed
ALL-DAY BREAKFAST
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The Marmalade Pantry ★★★★★ J

International. #03-22 ION Orchard, 2 Orchard Turn, 6734-2700.

Hot off a luxury fashion store opening at ION Orchard, some of our style-conscious friends 
decided to have dinner at new The Marmalade Pantry upstairs, so we decided to tag along 

(with our designer togs intact, but of course). After all, this is still the 
place to see and be seen in, replete with tai-tais, fashionistas and the 
occasional executives and families who come here for the supremely 
delicious (and sinful) cupcakes, which it is most famous for. We were 
surprised to actually get seats here, even through we didn’t make any 
prior reservations, considering that there was a major fashion show 
taking place downstairs. As usual, the crowd was (generally) beautiful, 
and we do like the layout of this new outlet after its move from that 
other fashion haven Palais Renaissance a couple of months back. 

Make no mistake—the crowds do come here to be seen (the new open layout certainly 
works)—so the main draw here isn’t really supremely great food (which it doesn’t quite 
deliver), as much as the posh vibe the place exudes. While our salad to share of beetroot 
(with ricotta, chevre, caramelized walnuts and watercress, $19) was refreshingly light and 
delicious, our mains generally left quite a bit to be desired. The signature avocado caesar 
wrap with potato salad on the side ($18) was almost inedible, especially since it came 
deep-fried like the local poh piah version (weight watchers had better stay away from this 
one). And the avocado portion inside was shockingly miniscule. Our cappelini aglio olio, 
which came with bits of sakura ebi and white radish ($18), was tasty though, and the choice 
of cappelini was a good one. But our oriental grilled king salmon with soba and scallions 
($24) was just decent, and nothing more. Thankfully, our Nutella and Elvis cupcakes ($4.20 
each), especially the former with its addictive Nutella frosting, saved the evening, but just 
barely. Seriously, don’t come here if you’re looking for really outstanding food (as opposed 
to average, or sometimes better-than-average fare), but that said, this is still a great place to 
simply chill out over desserts with friendly service—especially so if you’re togged in designer 
wear. Open daily 10am-10pm. H recommended. F at ION Orchard. AE,DC,MC,V. $$-$$$

 

Jaan par André ★★★★

French Nouvelle. 70/F, Equinox Complex, Swissôtel The 
Stamford, 2 Stamford Rd., 6837-3322. 

“It looks like a Dr. Seuss village of vegetables!” That was how our dining companion 
reacted to the fi rst of the seven courses featured in our “Menu Decouverte” at Chef de 
Cuisine André Chiang’s elegant restaurant perched on the 70th fl oor. 
And what an apt description it was. The course was called “forgotten 
vegetables” and featured miniature museum-quality displays 
of glistening greens, raw reds and wondrous puffy white foam 
buttons—we were defi nitely not in Kansas anymore. The tastes were 
equally Seuss-like, delivering beet when our mouths were expecting 
tomato, and surprising touches with big garden fl avors from even the 
tiniest tufts, cubes and pyramids. The fl ash-grilled tuna belly arrived 
dusted with aromatic charcoal powder and sat atop a pinky-sized 
potato stuffed with an aubergine mash. In typical fashion, Chiang (who famously plates 
everything himself) also added a few tiny toro jelly cubes to the plate. Although it sounds 
like a mouthful, our fi rst, erm, mouthful (in which we combined all the elements) was 
wonderful—a blissful blend of land and sea. Probably the biggest wow of the night (aside 
from the pop rocks—we’ll explain later) was the “pre-sale” lamb. This refers to lamb that 
has been fed on salty marsh grasses near Mont St.-Michel in northern France. The slice 
served was tender, succulent and delicately meaty. Of course there were twists, and one 
came in the form of a wild rice carbonara—puffed rice sprinkled over a creamy, bacon-
infused ricotta. Along with the liquefi ed sweet peas on the plate, it was a novel take on 
the classic peas, bacon and cheese pasta dish. But you’re not paying attention any more 
are you? You’re thinking about the pop rocks. OK, but fi rst the pre-dessert: A thin fl ute of 
grapefruit sorbet topped with campari foam—the perfect splash of puckery citrus to get 
the mouth ready for dessert which, by the way, was an improbably dense disc of chocolate 
ganache topped by a dollop of milk sorbet (oh, what cream can become!). OK, and now 
for the pop rocks. They were orange-fl avored and arrived embedded in a wafer of dark 
chocolate along with three other petit fours including a frozen white chocolate lollipop with 
an earl-grey-infused strawberry center. It was a fi ttingly fun end to a meal infused with art, 
whimsy and clear mastery of textures, portions and fl avors. The fab food even upstaged 
the stunning skyline view. Service was spot on, too. Open Mon-Sat noon-2:30pm, 7-11pm; 
Sun 7-11pm. H recommended. F at Raffl es City Shopping Centre. AE,DC,MC,V. $$$$$

Ratings
★  Forget it
★★   Only if you're stuck in the 

neighborhood
★★★   A pleasant dining experience
★★★★   More than just great food, 

tell your friends
★★★★★   Not to be missed

Symbols
A  Alfresco
H  Reservation recommended
F Parking available
E Dress requirements
D   Noisy
G   Live music
B  Takeaway available
C Late night

Price Guide
$  Less than $20
$$  $20-$40
$$$  $40-$60
$$$$  $60-$80
$$$$$  $80 and up

Price per person, including one drink, 
appetizer, main course and dessert. 
Prices do not include bottles of wine 
unless stated.

Our Policy
Reviews are based on actual visits to the establishments listed, without the knowledge of the restaurants. Reviews are included at the 
discretion of the editors and are not paid for by the individual restaurants.
Opinions expressed here are those of I-S Magazine and our super-sneaky team of hungry reviewers. 
Menus, opening hours and prices change and should be checked. New restaurants are not reviewed within one month of their opening. 

Reviews are written from a typical diner's perspective. A dining experience includes more than just food; ratings are also based on service, 
atmosphere and fun. Ratings are awarded in accordance with the type of restaurant reviewed, so the city's best wonton noodle stall could 
earn a "not to be missed" rating while a fancy French restaurant could be a "forget it."
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Take a real break with an 
indulgent yet affordable 

lunch treat at Clarke Quay, 
with 19 outlets offering 

set lunch specials at $15 Nett!

www.clarkequay.com.sg/lunchtime.htm
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2007 Cullen Kevin John Chardonnay 
– Margaret River, Western Australia 
As wine consumerism trends evolve in Asia, it is interesting 
how some of the fashions that profoundly affected the world 
wine stage in the past have completely eluded the wider 
Asian market. 

You may recall the ABC (anything but chardonnay) 
syndrome. Well this is practically irrelevant in the Asia market, 
unless you want to change it to “another brilliant chardonnay,” 
as that is exactly the state of play with the Asian palate 
embracing the lustre of the variety.

While the propensity toward richer, full-bodied reds remains, white wines are gaining 
popularity, particularly in terms of pairing with the prevalence of seafood, poultry and 
pork dishes here. Observing that local palates are less enamoured with crisp, aromatic 
whites that have edgy acidity, there appears to be a clear preference for the richer, nutty-
savoury, buttery fl avors and oily textures of chardonnay.

At the same time, the rest of the wine-drinking world is also rediscovering 
chardonnay’s brilliance, bringing about a renaissance and marked change in style, with 
much leaner and refi ned wines expressive of their regional characters—as opposed to the 
formulaic, oak-dominant commercialized wines of the 1980s that lead to the demise of 
chardonnay’s popularity.

Australia is arguably at the forefront here in terms of the price/quality rapport, with an 
abundance of chardonnay producers over-delivering both in quality and approachability at 
all price points. At the premium end, I personally feel Australia’s benchmark chardonnay 
producers are comparable to any top-echelon white burgundy in terms of quality, having 
recently written on the subject at  www.thewanderingpalate.com/australia-benchmark-
chardonnay-producers.html. After identifying some 20 benchmark Australia premium 
chardonnay producers, all of equal merit, I recently tried the 2007 Cullen Kevin John 
Chardonnay from the iconic Margaret River vigneron, and even if it looks somewhat 
like following the herd, I am going to join the chorus of just about every wine writer in 
Australia proclaiming this to be the best chardonnay in the country at present. 

Actually, I will go one step further, having earmarked this as my Australian white 
wine of the year, and say that in terms of the world of chardonnay—and certainly new 
world chardonnay—it does not get any better than this. Moreover, the Cullen property as 
a whole and the biodynamic ideologies that managing director and winemaker Vanya 
Cullen has implemented, exemplify the artisan Australian winemaker crafting a truly 
genuine wine of profound quality, character and an emphatic sense of place that, in wine 
nomenclature, is expressive of its terroir.

The Cullen family pioneered the Margaret River region, with Vanya’s parents Kevin 

MUST-
HAVE 
WINE 
OF THE 
WEEK
Curtis Marsh

and Diana planting the fi rst vines in 1966. Climatic studies of the area drew favourable 
comparisons to Bordeaux, or more specifi cally Pomerol, and while clearly a maritime 
climate greatly infl uenced by the cooling sea breezes of the Indian Ocean, these vines 
enjoy an exceptionally pristine environment, naturally nourished by the purest rainfall 
carried on the prevailing winds from Antarctica. Ideal, long, dry radiant summers drive 
the vine roots deep, imparting excellent structure, and the cool sea breezes enhance 
naturally high acidity—giving the wines good tension, the hallmarks of cool-climate 
viticulture and the essence of Margaret River wines. 

The entire Cullen range is faultless but perhaps the 2007 Kevin John Chardonnay stands 
out as sublime; a remarkable wine of almost inconceivable balance between intensity of 
fl avour and phenomenal poise and elegance.

My Tasting Notes: Lifted perfume of ripe peach and apricot, notes of stone fruit kernel 
and raw almond, intriguing musky scents and a wonderful sweet-tangy interplay of 
white honey and orange zest enhanced by cinnamon spice; the bouquet building in 
intensity, indeed captivating. Much tighter and leaner palate than anticipated, zinging 
with grapefruit and tangerine, then turning spicy and lively with fresh ginger and clove. 
Beautifully integrated, with barely perceivable oak and so harmoniously structured. Has 
a caressing creamy-yet-slippery texture luring you to a more gentle white peach and 
custard mid-palate only to be checked by penetrating tangy-lemon intensity. Offers an 
incredibly long fi nish with breathtaking purity and poise to remind you this wine has a 
decade to travel. A wine of seamless balance and elegance enhanced by its profound 
purity of fruit and coiled power. 

It is available through direct importer Hai Choo Wines and Spirits and worth every cent 
at $108 excluding GST. Frankly, I would not hesitate in putting a six-pack of this in the 
cellar. Tel: 6515-6538 email: sales@hcwines.com web: www.hcwines.com. 

Wine Events Calendar
Magpie Estate – Barossa Valley, South Australia 
At Moomba Restaurant (52 Circular Rd, 6438 0141), Jan 15 
Renowned English wine merchant and joint owner of Magpie Estate, Noel Young, will be 
stopping over in Singapore briefl y, on-route for the 2010 Barossa Valley vintage. Young 
will present current vintages of the full Magpie Estate range that he and eponymous 
Barossa vigneron Rolf Binder craft from exceptionally old vines. All enquiries to 
curtisjohn@singnet.com.sg.

RESTAURANT REVIEWS

Ratings
★  Forget it
★★   Only if you're stuck in the 

neighborhood
★★★   A pleasant dining experience
★★★★   More than just great food, 

tell your friends
★★★★★   Not to be missed
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restaurants. Reviews are included at the discretion 
of the editors and are not paid for by the individual 
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Opinions expressed here are those of I-S Magazine 
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Menus, opening hours and prices change and 
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reviewed within one month of their opening. 
Reviews are written from a typical diner's perspec-
tive. A dining experience includes more than just 
food; ratings are also based on service, atmos-
phere and fun. Ratings are awarded in accordance 
with the type of restaurant reviewed, so the city's 
best wonton noodle stall could earn a "not to be 
missed" rating while a fancy French restaurant 
could be a "forget it."
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Price per person, including one drink, ap-
petizer, main course and dessert. Prices do not 
include bottles of wine unless stated.

The Muthu’s Flavors ★★★   ★ 
Indian. Blk. 7 #01-01, Dempsey Rd., 6474-5128.

Let’s get right to the point: The Muthu’s Flavors serves some of the best Indian food 
we’ve ever tasted; reasonably priced and in a word, excellent. Brought to us by the 

same people behind the renowned Muthu’s Curry on Race 
Course Road, The Muthu’s Flavors offers a sophisticated 
yet casual Indian dining experience—“nu-Indian dining” 
as they call it. One of our pet peeves about Indian dining 
is the communal aspect of it—you just have to order the 
whole serving even if you’re a party of two (or even one!) 
so we were quite pleased to hear that The Muthu’s Flavors, 
the latest restaurant at the hiply named 6ix and 7even 
at Dempsey, serves up individual portions for most of our 
favorite Indian staples. The pappadam bruschetta ($5.50) 
though simple-looking—tomatoes, basil and garlic on crispy 

pappadam—was a perfect start to the meal and an apt example of the restaurant’s 
philosophy of updating the classics for today’s palate. As soon as we polished off the 
crisps, a delicate waft of spices enthralled us as the waiter placed the chicken tikka 
masala ($15.50), lamb rack ananas ($22.90) and paneer makhani ($9) in front of us. 
The chicken tikka and lamb, both served with decadent cheese naan were absolute 
heaven. The lamb was especially yummy, as it’s marinated with pineapples and 
spices then grilled till fork-tender, while the buttery-smooth paneer makhani—cottage 
cheese stewed in spices—was the ideal accompaniment to the meal. One observation 
we noted was that the fl avors though intense, were lighter on the palate—not as 
spicy as the original Muthu’s, but still packed with punch. For desserts, we had the 
pistachio kulfi  ($5.20) and the luscious masala chai fl an ($7.90)—a cinnamon and 
cardamom-fl avored panna cotta-like dish—which everyone should try. For the great 
quality, the prices are astoundingly reasonable which means you can likely afford 
to dine here frequently—something that would be hard to do at other fi ne Indian 
restaurants. Open daily 11:30am-3pm, 6-10:30pm. A. Parking available at Dempsey 
Hill. Takeaway available. AE, MC, V. $$-$$$

Krish ★★★★★ J

Asian Fusion. 9 Rochester Park, 6779 4644. 

It’s been said that you can tell a lot about the meal you’re going to be served at a 
restaurant by the quality of the bread basket that arrives before the main courses. So when 

our waiter placed a basket of thin, crispy, buttery, salty squares 
in front of us at Krish, the latest restaurant to set up home in one 
of Rochester Park’s iconic black and white houses, we knew we 
were in for a treat. Through mumbly, crumb-fi lled mouths we 
asked what sort of bread magic this was and our warm and helpful 
waiter explained that it was the chef’s take on chapatti—the Indian 
fl atbread. And it certainly was a sign of things to come. Just as the 
chapatti was an update of the traditional, so was the ravioli ($12) 
which came next. Filled not with a timid mozzarella cheese, but 
with a spiced carrot mash, the thin-skinned pockets of pleasure 
were set afl oat in a pool of ginger brown butter and adorned with 

crunchy pomegranate seeds. It was at once tart and creamy with a pleasant heat glowing 
underneath thanks to the ginger. The tempura brie ($16) was a similar carnival of contrasts: 
Crispy coating giving way to a soft inside; a fresh and crispy salad counterbalancing the 
decadence of the full-fat French cheese; a light breeze of curry blowing through the whole 
affair. For the main course, the moist snapper ($20) continued to delight, enrobed as it was 
not with the usual breadcrumbs or even more trendy panko, but with crushed papadums—
a touch that added just the right amount of global intrigue to a typically mild fi sh. The only 
misstep in an otherwise fi ne culinary journey was the mushroom pongal ($26) which our 
waiter said was like “an Indian version of risotto.” While the truffl e and mushroom fl avor 
was spot on, the rice itself lacked character and seemed more like a bland, inexpensive 
version than something sourced from a market from a far-away land; for this we’ve had 
to pull back one star. Dessert ended everything on a high note, though, with Valrhona 
chocolate Frangelico chunks and a mint yogurt sorbet ($12) set adrift on a plate splashed 
with a swathe of pink peppercorn sauce. It was, again, a dazzling contrast in textures and 
fl avors, which seems to be the hallmark of American chef Matthew Baker’s style here. The 
setting at Krish delights as much as the food. In fact, it’s advisable to arrive early and enjoy 
a drink on the upper-level outdoor deck next to the glass-cube that is the bar. The Tweeks 
($16) with Prosecco, strawberries and ginger is particularly refreshing—especially while 
enjoying one of the swings. You can also eat on the deck, but you might not want to miss 
the chandeliers made from old bottles indoors in the country estate-style dining room. 
Either way, make sure you try those chapatti crisps! Open daily 6-11pm. A, H. Free valet 
parking with $100 purchase. AE, DC, MC, V. $$$-$$$$$
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Mai Thai ★★★ ★ J 

Thai. #01-58 Blk. 44 Jalan Merah Saga, Chip Bee Gardens, 6474-3108.

How apt that after a recent sojourn to Bangkok for work, we arrived back in the offi ce 
to fi nd ourselves landing another similar assignment: To review the new Thai joint Mai 

Thai, which has replaced Sistina in Holland Village. So with our 
fi ery tongue in place (after all the spicy food that we had lapped 
up in Bangkok), we enthusiastically trotted down here. We liked 
the place immediately—there’s ample alfresco seating coupled 
with soothing lights that set a cool mood. The ambiance was 
serene and peaceful, and the vibe reminded us of the more posh 
(and expensive) restaurants back in Bangkok thanks in large 
part to the solid teak chairs. Thankfully, the prices here are very 
reasonable—in fact, it’s arguably the most affordable restaurant 
in the area—with mains starting at $10 (bearing in mind that this 

is Holland Village after all). So we were still reeling from all that spice from the City of 
Angels, and decided to try the less spicy dishes here, which meant that the requisite tom 
yum goong was out of the question. To go with our staple of fragrant rice ($1 each), we 
ordered the moo ka poo (stir-fried pork with chili paste, basil leaves and onion, $12.50); 
pad pak ruom (stir-fried baby kailan with cabbage, baby corn, carrot and mushroom, 
$10.50); gooong obb mor din (claypot prawn vermicelli, $16.50) and pla merk pad kai 
khem (cuttlefi sh with salted eggs, $14.50). The moo pa koo was fantastic—the basil 
leaves complemented the tender minced pork perfectly—although it was admittedly a tad 
too spicy, something that we didn’t quite expect. Too bad about the pad pak ruom though, 
as it lacked any aroma that was distinctively Thai and tasted like any other stir-fried 
vegetables found in local hawker centers. But our two seafood dishes were very good: 
The combination of cuttlefi sh with salted eggs was a perfect union, while the vermicelli 
was delicately braised and fragrant, topped with fi ve giant king prawns! We were deeply 
satiated (the portions were generous), so we decided to make do without desserts. 
But rest assured, we’ll back to try the tom yum goong and something sweet the next 
time! A posh restaurant setting with café-priced food—what more can you ask for? Open 
daily 11:30am-2:30pm, 6:30-10:30pm. A. F along Jalan Merah Saga. AE,DC,MC,V. $$

RESTAURANT REVIEWS

Ratings
★  Forget it
★★   Only if you're stuck in the 

neighborhood
★★★   A pleasant dining experience
★★★★   More than just great food, 

tell your friends
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Reviews are based on actual visits to the establish-
ments listed, without the knowledge of the 
restaurants. Reviews are included at the discretion 
of the editors and are not paid for by the individual 
restaurants.
Opinions expressed here are those of I-S Magazine 
and our super-sneaky team of hungry reviewers. 
Menus, opening hours and prices change and 
should be checked. New restaurants are not 
reviewed within one month of their opening. 
Reviews are written from a typical diner's perspec-
tive. A dining experience includes more than just 
food; ratings are also based on service, atmos-
phere and fun. Ratings are awarded in accordance 
with the type of restaurant reviewed, so the city's 
best wonton noodle stall could earn a "not to be 
missed" rating while a fancy French restaurant 
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Lucas ★★ ★★ J 

Continental. Klapson’s, The Boutique Hotel, 15 Hoe Chiang Road, Tower Fifteen, 6521-9030

We’re not quite sure who Lucas is, but we’re betting that he has something of a split-
personality disorder. Why do we say this? Because on a recent visit things were more 

uneven than Jim Carrey in Me, Myself and Irene. The fi rst thing 
that hits you in this smallish mod space (part of the crazy-cool 
Klapson’s hotel) is the hip décor complete with a lighting fi xture 
that seems to be comprised of silver molars. The tables though, 
were draped in burgundy tablecloths that would be more at 
home at a 50th anniversary party than in a chic eatery. Sadly, 
they were also stained. While it was clear that the staff was trying 
really, really hard to be attentive and professional, everything felt 
a bit forced and bumbling. We were given yummy complimentary 
Christmas cocktails when we sat down—a classy touch. Yet the bar 

blender for drinks was so loud that we had to stop speaking whilst it was whirring. Upon 
getting our cocktails, we asked to enjoy them awhile before ordering, but we practically 
had to karate chop the eager waiter several times. This would all have been OK if the 
food worked but, it too, was also hit-and-miss. The cream of mushroom soup ($10) was 
full of divinely rich shroomy fl avor, but it was served a bit cool and in such a small portion 
that it seemed like the chef forgot to put the second scoop in the bowl. The crabmeat 
Caesar salad ($18) on the other hand, was plentiful with a perfectly made dressing. For 
the mains, my dining companion exclaimed that the Dijon and pistachio crusted lamb 
chop ($40) was possibly the best she’d had in Singapore. Yet, not only was the blackened 
tuna not blackened, the cooking was uneven. The texture was tough even though it was 
still raw in the middle. Things smoothed out a bit at dessert with a wonderful mouse 
that balanced dark chocolate’s tendency toward bitter with luscious creamy overtones. 
Overall this is a restaurant that’s trying really hard—and maybe that’s the problem. 
Perhaps Lucas should just lighten up a little—take off the burgundy tablecloths, let its 
staff relax and serve more casual food. If the space was converted to a bistro-bar, it 
would indeed be a very cool place in which to hang—and no one would even notice the 
blaring blender. Open daily 7am-11pm. A. F at adjoining carpark. AE,DC,MC,V. $$$$$

DINING
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Ratings
★  Forget it
★★   Only if you're stuck in the 

neighborhood
★★★   A pleasant dining experience
★★★★   More than just great food, 

tell your friends
★★★★★   Not to be missed

Symbols
A  Alfresco
H  Reservation recommended
F Parking available
E Dress requirements
D   Noisy
G   Live music
B  Takeaway available
C Late night

Price Guide
$  Less than $20
$$  $20-$40
$$$  $40-$60
$$$$  $60-$80
$$$$$  $80 and up

Price per person, including one drink, 
appetizer, main course and dessert. 
Prices do not include bottles of wine 
unless stated.

Our Policy
Reviews are based on actual visits to the establishments listed, without the knowledge of the restaurants. Reviews are included at the 
discretion of the editors and are not paid for by the individual restaurants.
Opinions expressed here are those of I-S Magazine and our super-sneaky team of hungry reviewers. 
Menus, opening hours and prices change and should be checked. New restaurants are not reviewed within one month of their opening. 

Reviews are written from a typical diner's perspective. A dining experience includes more than just food; ratings are also based on service, 
atmosphere and fun. Ratings are awarded in accordance with the type of restaurant reviewed, so the city's best wonton noodle stall could 
earn a "not to be missed" rating while a fancy French restaurant could be a "forget it."

RESTAURANT REVIEWS
Osvaldo ★★★ ★ J

Italian. Maxwell Chambers, 32 Maxwell Rd., #01-03, 6224-0978.

Chef Osvaldo Forlino has been freed! Formerly the chef at the much-lauded, and very formal, 
Forlino Restaurant at One Fullerton, Osvaldo is now at liberty to cook the type of food—in 

exactly the setting—he loves. His new venture is open, airy, casual 
and, because it is furnished with antiques from his private collection, 
has a European bistro feel to it. It’s the perfect setting for the food 
that comes out of the visible-to-the-dining room kitchen. Nothing is 
overly-wrought; instead, all dishes are simple and well-prepared with 
super-fresh ingredients. Case in point, the Salumi platter ($21), which 
features a variety of cured meats that are ultra-tender, thinly-sliced and 
full of mouthwatering seasonings. The polenta with cheese fondue and 
chiodini mushrooms ($19) was wonderfully creamy even if it needed 
a bit of salt and pepper to up the fl avor quotient. Other starters include 

bruschetta ($12), San Daniele ham with melon ($20), and a rocket salad with shaved parmesan 
($13) which could have done with a bit more cheese to go with the yummy leaves. Any bumps 
during the starters were completely ironed out come main course time. A porcini mushroom 
and sausage risotto ($24) had a deep, woodsy fl avor enhanced by the shaved-on-the-spot 
parmesan cheese. Unlike other risottos, this version was prepared al dente, so the grains of 
Arborio rice retained a bit of texture and nuttiness. The foresty fl avors continued with a delicious 
tagliatelle with wild boar ($23) featuring tender meat and perfectly-cooked noodles. A dish 
of pansotti (Italian for “pot bellied”) containing super-light pasta formed into triangles around 
a spinach and ricotta fi lling tasted as though the spinach had been picked seconds earlier. The 
desserts were also delish and quite creative including yummy vanilla ice cream served like 
a pile of spaghetti ($14). But beyond the appealing food here, what really makes a visit to 
Osvaldo something you’ll want to repeat is the professional staff and relaxed setting through 
which Osvaldo himself fl itters (along with his sister the hostess and wife who occasionally 
emerges from the kitchen), beaming diners with his wide smile. A nod must also be given 
to the friendly and professional wait staff who had the good sense to let us chat our heads 
off for about an hour with a bottle of wine without rushing us to make a menu choice. Chef 
Osvaldo clearly feels at home in his new space and—while enjoying his completely-satisfying 
home-style food, pouring yourself water from the ceramic-corked bottle or olive oil from the 
mini tin can on the table—you will too. Open Mon-Sat 11:30am-2:30pm, 6:30-10:30pm. H. 
Park at car park between Maxwell Chambers and Red Dot Design. AE,DC,MC,V. $$$-$$$$ 

Taste Paradise ★★★ ★

Modern Chinese. #04-07 Ion Orchard, 2 Orchard Turn, 6509-9660. 

One look at the latest ambitious project of the Paradise Group helmed by brothers Edlan and 
Eldwin Chua and you know these guys are clearly set to impress. We made a reservation for 
dinner one weekend and were chirpily heralded into the rich, red interior…which frankly, was 
the bomb. The ceiling was adorned with ornate, curving structures, 
everything was awash with red and gold hues, huge paintings of China’s 
erstwhile emperors graced the walls, and the whole place was buzzing 
with movement from the smartly attired staff. We managed to get the 
booth seats—perfect for some privacy. There are even lush curtains that 
you can draw back discreetly, along with dim lighting and comfortable 
seats. We almost felt like we were in another era. But the test was, 
well, in the taste. Our slightly pushy waitress, though polite, kept trying 
to recommend pricier alternatives to us, which was a little discomfi ting. 
But fi nally, we made our choices. The Taste Paradise famous XO carrot 
cake ($7.80 per serving) packed a punch indeed—thanks to the XO sauce. The proportions of 
carrot cake, bean sprouts and egg were just right. Our tastebuds now fully awake, we tucked 
into the crisp-fried prawns in laksa-infused mango salad sauce ($39 for medium). Sadly, while 
the laksa leaves on the prawns were redolent of the famous national dish, the laksa taste didn’t 
really come through as strongly as it should have. The tanginess of the mango and prawns’ 
crispiness were commendable, but overall the dish was pretty average. Ditto for the wok-fried 
Kurobuta pork cheek with cucumber and wild fungus ($24)—an extremely ho-hum affair (we 
even wondered if we really were getting Kurobuta at all). But the Peking duck ($38 for half) 
saved the day. While the pieces of duck skin wrapped in crepes weren’t the crispiest we’d had, 
the tenderness of the plate of duck meat served on the side was fantastic. After ending our meal 
with the delicious combination of chilled mango puree, black glutinous rice paste and custard puff 
($10 per serving), we felt happy and satisfi ed—due, largely, to the huge portions. Open Mon-Fri 
11:30am-2:30pm, 6-10pm; Sat-Sun 11am-4pm, 6-10pm. H. Park at mall. AE,DC,MC,V. $$$-$$$$
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RESTAURANT REVIEWS

Oenotheque by Wine Universe ★★★★  J
Continental. #01-111 Millenia Walk, 9 Raffl es Blvd., 6338-0717.

We know something about you. We know that, on a recent Saturday night, around 9pm 
you weren’t eating at one of the best new restaurants in town—Oenotheque, a joint 

venture between Magdalene Tang of Mag’s Wine Kitchen, and 
Swiss wine distributor Wine Universe (yes, we said Swiss). We 
know this about you because we were there and you weren’t. 
(Unless, of course, you were the couple sitting in the corner. If 
so, apologies.) We’re really not sure why no one was there, but 
maybe the magician in the kitchen waved his spatula and made 
the other diners vanish. Sound outlandish? Not if you saw the way 
he turned a tomato consommé into a jellied cone in which tiny, 
crunchy capsicums were suspended—or the way the whole affair 
was surrounded by tiny beads made from green olives ($12). Then 
there was the sashimi of ocean trout—a work of wonder itself 

without considering the arugula “milk” and super-thin beetroot-fl ourless-pasta-like-strips 
that adorned the outer edge of the bowl ($16). So the kitchen wizard (who’s named Paul 
Longworth by the way, and has previously been a sous chef at the 1-Michelin star Club 
Gascon in London) knows how to invent, prepare and present his conjurings with art and 
fl air. But what about the taste? Abracadabra. The two starters just described were texture-
rich and fi lled with clean oceanic and vegetal fl avors. For mains, the seared Hokkaido 
scallops served atop salty, swoon-inducing pork belly and adorned with caulifl ower puree 
and shallot jus ($38) were perfectly tender. The fl avors in this dish each took their turn at 
center stage and then receded into an ensemble deserving of the applause coming from 
our taste buds. The two lamb chops ($45) were fresh, tender and perfectly enlivened by 
their surroundings of leeks, mustard sauce and red onions (to be honest though, for the 
price, one more chop would have been perfect, which is why we took off half a star). 
With warm, professional service; an airy, modern indoor/outdoor setting; and an actual 
wine library (that’s what Oenotheque means) from where you can take a discounted 
bottle home after dinner; the magic act is truly complete. See you there next Saturday? 
Open daily 11:30am-2:30pm, 6:30pm-midnight. F at Millenia Walk. AE,MC,V. $$$$

Ootoya Japanese Restaurant ★★★ ★ J 

Japanese. #08-12 Orchard Central, 181 Orchard Rd., 6884-8901. 

While we always like giving largely empty or queue-less restaurants the benefi t of the 
doubt, there are sadly a few grains of truth to the adage “a long queue means good food,” 
a sentiment long applied to hawker stalls here. In this case, it 
applies to Ootoya too, which was beset with a snaking queue 
(nope, they don’t take reservations) when we showed up for a 
weekend dinner. Instantly a fl ash of hope shivered through us 
as we thought that there must be something good being served 
here, to make the diners sit in a neat row on the benches outside, 
waiting for their turn patiently with queue numbers. While 
the experience vaguely reminded us of being at the doctor’s, 
our dining experience was thankfully pleasant—with the food 
justifying the long queue. The décor here is soothing, nothing 
fancy but typical of the Japanese brand of Muji-like minimalism, 
which we didn’t mind at all. Despite being stranded at a too-small table (there were 
three of us), the warm, sincere and friendly staff did their best to help us look for an 
extra chair (which we eventually got), and didn’t just abandon us to our seatless despair. 
The menu here is huge and offers loads of variety—with most dishes offering both set 
(tip: Grab the set—you get an appetizer and a soup!) and à la carte options. We had the 
Ootoya special dish ($15 for set, $11 à la carte)—which comprised a combination of a 
croquette and deep-fried chicken with a sunny-side-up egg. We had a lip-smacking good 
time, tucking into our food—and especially loved the crispy, bursting-with-ingredients 
croquette, and juicy, well-fl avored chicken enlivened by our perfectly-done egg. Our 
breaded pork loin with egg set ($16 for set, $12 à la carte) with a pork cutlet simmered 
in a “special sauce,” egg and sweet onion also did not disappoint—it was lovely, tasty 
and comforting (yes, we slurped up all the soup). Ootoya is not fi ne dining, but who 
needs that when you can get great service, unpretentious, delicious food and affordable 
prices? Open daily 11am-9:30pm. No H. B. F at Orchard Central. AE,DC,MC,V. $-$$

Ratings
★  Forget it
★★   Only if you're stuck in the 

neighborhood
★★★   A pleasant dining experience
★★★★   More than just great food, 

tell your friends
★★★★★   Not to be missed

Symbols
A  Alfresco
H  Reservation recommended
F Parking available
E Dress requirements
D   Noisy
G   Live music
B  Takeaway available
C Late night

Price Guide
$  Less than $20
$$  $20-$40
$$$  $40-$60
$$$$  $60-$80
$$$$$  $80 and up

Price per person, including one 
drink, appetizer, main course and 
dessert. Prices do not include 
bottles of wine unless stated.

Our Policy
Reviews are based on actual visits to the establishments listed, without the knowledge of the restaurants. Reviews are included 
at the discretion of the editors and are not paid for by the individual restaurants.
Opinions expressed here are those of I-S Magazine and our super-sneaky team of hungry reviewers. 
Menus, opening hours and prices change and should be checked. New restaurants are not reviewed within one month of their 
opening. 

Reviews are written from a typical diner's perspective. A dining experience includes more than just food; ratings are also based 
on service, atmosphere and fun. Ratings are awarded in accordance with the type of restaurant reviewed, so the city's best 
wonton noodle stall could earn a "not to be missed" rating while a fancy French restaurant could be a "forget it."
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